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Abstract

The idea that economic growth ought to be inclusive—
that governments and economic policy makers should

concern themselves with not just the “pace but also the

pattern” of growth—has gained considerable traction in

recent years. Actors ranging from local, state, regional

and national governments to civic or non-government

actors to multinational corporations have embraced the

rhetoric of inclusive growth, with many also developing

their own suite of corresponding policy, strategy, or

measurement approaches. Despite—or perhaps even

because of—its popularity and proliferation, there is

very little agreement around what inclusive growth actu-

ally is, how and at what spatial scale it should be pur-

sued, and how outcomes ought to be measured. In this

paper, we provide a conceptual synopsis of how and

where inclusive growth emerged, what its aims are, and

how it is understood and measured by its many different

practitioners. We conclude with an assessment of

whether this potentially valuable concept can be refined

and incorporated into a unified and useful framework to

inform policy and decision making.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, a raft of influential reports from the OECD, the World Bank, the
Brookings Institution, the Asian Development Bank, the IMF, G20, UN and various other inter-
national organisations (IOs) have driven increasing interest in inclusive growth. Australia has
been no stranger to these discussions. In addition to receiving some academic attention (most
notably Smyth & Buchanan, 2013), inclusive growth has been warmly embraced by corporate
actors (Deloitte Access Economics, 2019; Ernst & Young Australia, 2022; Mastercard
Australia, 2022), political leaders (Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 2014), industry peak
bodies (Business Council of Australia, 2014) and unions (Australian Council of Trade
Unions, 2017), among many others. At the same time, ideas fundamental to the inclusive
growth agenda have been adopted in broader national and international policy or development
platforms like the Australian Treasury's Wellbeing Framework (Australian Government, 2012)
or even the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. Despite broad engagement and
ample enthusiasm, however, less attention has been paid to exactly what inclusive growth
entails and how it is to be achieved.

The term inclusive growth refers to a broad economic and political agenda concerned with
distributing the benefits of growth fairly across a wide cross-section of society: in other words, a
concern not just with “the pace but also the pattern” of economic growth (OECD, 2019). In
most articulations, the concept is couched in the language of income inequality, segregated or
unequal urban environments, spatial or inter-regional disparity, and other drivers of class, gen-
der, income, or economic stratification. In this sense, it reflects an increasing recognition that
while the promotion of economic growth is a powerful tool for addressing disadvantage, careful
attention must be paid to its potentially divisive or alienating social consequences
(OECD, 2009, 2018, 2019).

Promoting inclusive growth is especially pertinent in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The economic impacts of both the crisis itself and the subsequent recovery have been distrib-
uted unevenly among different countries, regions, genders, age groups, industries, and
occupations—often in ways that have exacerbated existing inequalities (Richardson &
Denniss, 2020; Wood, Griffiths, & Crowley, 2021). Ensuring that the economic recovery is as
inclusive as possible is essential to ensuring that existing economic and demographic divides do
not become even more firmly entrenched than they were before the pandemic.

While policy interest in the distributional impacts of growth as well as the economic, social,
and political costs of widening inequality is timely, issues of cohesion, synthesis, definition, and
measurement make inclusive growth a problematic concept. As Lee writes, inclusive growth is a
“fuzzy concept which is often vaguely and inconsistently defined and is rapidly becoming a buzz-
word used to signal progressive intent but with relatively little evidence, to date, of actual imple-
mentation” (Lee, 2019, p. 425). Dur�an is even more sceptical, suggesting that “if you ask five
economists to define the concept, you will likely end up with six different answers” (Dur�an, 2015).
This article will analyse and compare different models from the academic and policy literature,
paying particular attention to governance concerns and the competing methodologies for measur-
ing the “inclusiveness” of economic growth. It will chart the concept's evolution from its first
explicit articulations in Asian Development Bank strategic literature on poverty eradication and
inclusive social development (Asian Development Bank, 1999, p. 6) through to the present-day
emphases on equitable urban growth, globalisation, de-industrialisation, spatial planning and the
consequences of technological disruption (Escobari, Seyal, Morales-Arile, & Shearer, 2019;
Lee, 2019; Pike, Lee, MacKinnon, Kempton, & Iddawela, 2017).
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The paper addresses three questions about the development, transformation, and interpreta-
tion of the inclusive growth agenda.

1. What is inclusive growth, and what issues or concerns drove its original articulation? In
other words, whom or what do its adherents suggest that economic growth should include?

2. How did the international campaign for poverty eradication in the global south evolve into a
spatial planning, innovation, and urban renewal agenda for addressing uneven development
in post-industrial city regions of wealthy, developed economies?

3. How should decision makers and policy practitioners adjudicate, interpret, apply and mea-
sure an inclusive growth agenda today?

The aim of the article is to develop a clearer understanding of how the inclusive growth
agenda has developed in both policy and academic literature, its normative parameters, and its
interpretation by relevant policy stakeholders. It is argued here that inclusive growth currently
represents a broad, and somewhat vague, political agenda rather than a tightly defined analyti-
cal concept or policy platform. This is not to say, however, that inclusive growth cannot be
refined and usefully deployed in academic analysis as well as real-world policy design, measure-
ment, and evaluation. Nevertheless, its political credibility requires a clearer articulation of its
relationship to inequality and uneven urban development, and for this synthesis to then be rep-
resented in methodologies for measuring the inclusiveness of economic growth in diverse
places. This paper's task of shedding light on these inconsistencies and explaining their develop-
ment proceeds in two sections.

First, some definitions of inclusive growth are discussed and compared, highlighting com-
monalities among different perspectives as well as addressing some points of contention. This
analysis will establish some of the basic and widely agreed-upon conceptual parameters that
guide the remainder of the paper. In the second section, these governance concerns are broad-
ened into a discussion of other theoretical parameters, including a comparison of “relative” ver-
sus “absolute” models and the different domains of policy action to which an inclusive growth
framework can usefully be applied. Finally, this part considers some of the different methodol-
ogies proposed in the literature for measuring inclusive growth, emphasising those that explic-
itly address inequality rather than simply benchmark marginal improvement over current
levels of disadvantage.

2 | DEFINING INCLUSIVE GROWTH

While much contemporary inclusive growth literature focusses on urbanisation and unequal
development in cities (see especially Lee, 2019; Pike et al., 2017; Sissons, Green, &
Boughton, 2019), early literature was driven by the Asian Development Bank and took a far
broader international and inter-regional perspective on issues of distribution. One of the first
articulations that explicitly framed “inclusive” growth separately from earlier pro-poor growth
models was in the ADB's 1999 Fighting Poverty in Asia and the Pacific: The Poverty Reduction
Strategy report. This report expanded upon the prominent pro-poor model with the addition of
metrics relating to governance,1 social development2 and sustainability.3 The ADB proposed a
“three pillars” approach to what it initially referred to as “socially inclusive development” (the
specific term “inclusive growth” was coined and applied by the ADB some years later but
described this same three-pillar development strategy). Their definition emphasised that “the
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twin pillars of pro-poor, sustainable economic growth and social development [are] key ele-
ments in any framework for reducing poverty. Successful achievement of either element
requires sound macroeconomic management and good governance, the third pillar”
(1999, p. 6).

While later ADB literature on inclusive growth is diverse, and acknowledges that con-
ceptualisations of inclusive growth vary widely, its general approach is consistent in
emphasising “growth coupled with equal opportunities. [inclusive growth] focusses on creating
opportunities and making these accessible to all, not just for the poor.” Inclusive growth, they
argue, can be achieved when “all members of a society participate in and contribute to the
growth process equally regardless of their individual circumstances” (Rauniyar &
Kanbur, 2010).

The ADB's approach is notable for the expansiveness of its definition on two important
parameters. First, the ADB's inclusive growth model applies to the whole Asia-Pacific region,
taking in numerous countries with radically different economies and social and political sys-
tems. While this approach is consistent with the high-level strategic goals and broad policy
remit of the ADB, it creates significant uncertainty in the translation of the inclusive growth
agenda's imperatives into national and sub-national policy measures.

Second, the ADB approach includes action across a very wide range of policy domains.
Where the pro-poor growth frameworks had been focussed on relatively tightly construed eco-
nomic policy initiatives and indicators, the shift to inclusive growth advanced in ADB literature
comprises recommendations relating to environmental and resource management, social ser-
vices, social and human capital, gender equity, cultural representation, corruption and public
sector management, among other things (Asian Development Bank, 1999). The ADB's transi-
tion towards more ambitious governance, social cohesion, ecological sustainability and gender
and spatial equity concerns quickly generated broader interest in inclusive growth frameworks
among other influential IOs and governments. Moreover, rapid economic growth and sustained
poverty reduction driven by economic growth in Asia through the 1990s and 2000s generated
significant interest in the ADB's inclusive growth model in other parts of the global south.

The ADB's formulation of the first inclusive growth platform was consistent with a growing
recognition of the need for poverty eradication efforts to address a wide array of social, political,
environmental and governance concerns. Inclusive growth literature of the early- to mid-2000s
combined these issues with the increasing academic attention to economic inequality in the
wake of globalisation: an agenda reflected most obviously in the gradual shift through the
1990s from Washington Consensus-led IO development platforms towards the UN Millennium
Development Goals (Saad-Filho, 2010). The high-profile and broad-based political support
behind the MDGs, coupled with influential academic research concerning the economic conse-
quences of inequality (for wealthier nations as well as the global south) in the wake of globali-
sation, contributed to the development of a prominent inclusive growth research agenda in
less-developed parts of Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa. Influential examples from this period
include empirical studies of the effects of economic growth across South-East Asia (Ali, 2007) as
well as national case studies of India (Dutz, 2007; Kannan, 2007; Mody, 2005; Mujumdar, 2007),
Zambia (Ianchovichina & Lundstrom, 2008; Mhone, 2004), Senegal (Issoufou, Jewell, Kireyev, &
Mpatswe, 2013), and China (Zhuang, 2008), among others. As early as 2006, the Indian Plan-
ning Commission had adopted an inclusive growth platform as a core element of its eleventh
five-year plan (Government of India, 2006).

These examples exhibit a shared emphasis on two of the key distributional and developmen-
tal concerns of less-developed economies. These are, first, extending economic opportunity to
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marginalised social groups and, second, increasing innovation, investment, and productivity in
lower-tech, labour-intensive industries like agriculture, mining, and textiles. As Mujumdar
writes, in reference to inclusive economic development in India, “the ‘inclusiveness’
[of growth] may be said to have two dimensions: one, in terms of sectors or segments of the
economy which need to be brought into the fold of a vibrant economy; and two, in terms of
enabling sections of the population, whom the growth process has bypassed, to fully engage
themselves with the development process” (Mujumdar, 2007, p. 12). Another important feature
of these earlier studies is an explicit concern with reducing economic inequality, though this
would soon dilute as the concept began to be applied to a range of wealthier economies over
the following decade.

The shift from inclusive growth models for less developed countries and regions—which
focussed on international and national poverty eradication and structural economic
transformation—to an “inclusive growth in cities and regions” agenda for post-industrial urban
and suburban communities in relatively wealthy nations, appears to have been closely linked to
debates around neoliberalism and devolution in the United Kingdom. Starting in the mid- to
late-2000s, and inflamed by the Global Financial Crisis, debates about regional economic dis-
parity and the north–south divide, de-industrialisation and the social safety net began to be
framed in the language of inclusive growth (Lee & Sissons, 2016). The emergence of this scaled-
down regional version of the formerly national and international concept of inclusive growth
was in many ways a natural response to Britain's prevailing economic challenges and provided
a conceptual framework for integrating a wide range of grievances related to growing inequal-
ity, the politics of austerity and the stubborn persistence of wage and wealth gaps between
booming southern cities and the rest of the country (Lupton, Rafferty, & Hughes, 2016). The
burgeoning relevance of these issues to other contexts post-GFC saw the popularity of inclusive
growth explicitly at the city and region level grow rapidly across many parts of the developed
world, including in the European Union (European Commission, 2014), the United States
(Parilla, McDearman, Donahue, & Barker, 2017), and at the OECD (2016).

In summary, the development of the inclusive growth literature thus far exhibits three broad
phases or typologies. The first is the international poverty eradication platforms advocated by
IOs in the late-1990s and early 2000s, primarily by the Asian Development Bank and the World
Bank (Klasen, 2010). These frameworks applied a wide array of developmental concerns, across
domains including environment and ecological sustainability, gender equity, the social safety
net and governance, to international and continental spatial scales. This was followed by the
second wave of approaches, which applied some of these areas of concern, measured by indica-
tors like income, labour market participants and Gini coefficients to national economies in the
global south according to specific and explicit targets around the reduction of economic
inequality. The concern of inclusive growth literature from this period with primary industry,
particularly sustainable agriculture and natural resource management, is a reflection of eco-
nomic context within which the concept first came to prominence. From the early 2010s to the
present day, however, a more diffuse third conceptualisation has emerged in the wealthier,
more developed nations and urban regions of the global north, particularly within post-
industrial or de-industrialising economies. This approach is less detailed in its relationship to
economic inequality and has instead developed a focus on segregated urban development and
the spatial implications of inclusive growth for economically developed city regions.

While the concept's development from an international poverty eradication initiative into a
diverse set of urban and spatial planning platforms follows a chronological path, the process
has not exhibited consensus or uniformity. Rather than a linear progression or evolution, each
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of the three conceptualisations presented above remains relevant in its own right. These con-
flicting or overlapping definitions present clear barriers to operationalising inclusive growth in
policy initiatives. Even the concept's pioneer, the Asian Development Bank, has conceded
important inconsistencies in its own definitions over the years. “A careful review of ADB docu-
ments”, it notes, reveals

…many conflicting definitions of inclusive growth. Some of the concepts are vague
and do not lend themselves to easy quantitative operationalisation, while others
are quite specific but may not capture the essence of the concept. Further compli-
cating matters, the World Bank defines inclusive growth in ways that are at odds
with the ADB concept. Moreover, the World Bank, the [OECD], the [UNDP] and
academia have all produced a range of policy documents on closely related con-
cepts [such as] pro-poor growth and equal opportunity (ABD 2010, p. 1).

The reason this diversification in understandings of inclusive growth remains important is
that it has profoundly affected the development and application of models for measuring the
“inclusiveness” of growth and translating its lessons into policy platforms for economic, politi-
cal and social inclusion.

3 | THEORETICAL PARAMETERS

Having described the evolution of inclusive growth as a concept, and outlined some common
features of the prevailing models, we now turn to discussing some common classification and
implementation issues. Chief among these are questions of governance—especially the levels of
government at which inclusive growth agendas belong, as well as the relevant domains of pol-
icy action—along with questions of implementation and measurement. This discussion analyses
differences among existing approaches according to three key theoretical parameters: the gover-
nance scales at which measurement or policy action are undertaken, as well as the issue
domains of that policy action; the reliance of models on relative versus absolute conceptions of
inclusivity; and the methodology used for measurement or comparison.

3.1 | Place, space, scope and scale: Governance and implementation
of inclusive growth strategies

As discussed above, the first generation of inclusive growth scholarship was typically focussed
on large (often multi-country) regions. Over time, however, this agenda was whittled down to
conceptions that preference local government as the most suitable site for inclusive growth pol-
icy action. At least in the Australian context, both are problematic. Policy coordination and
international cooperation challenges have hindered multi-country approaches, as highlighted
by the Asian Development Bank experience. Equally, despite the growing importance of cities
as political actors in a wide range of novel policy domains (see, e.g., Ylönen, 2016), some critics
have rightly questioned the capacity of local or regional governments to deliver on the expan-
sive range of policy domains that are now captured within the Inclusive Growth agenda (see,
e.g., Lee, 2019). This is arguably especially relevant to Australia, where the Commonwealth
bears the lion's share of responsibility for the tax and transfer system, highlighting the need for

6 JOHNSON and ECCLESTON
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inclusive growth scholarship and policy alike to be sensitive to widely varying local governance
contexts. Part of this conceptual variation can be explained by the trajectory of inclusive
growth's development as an idea, as well as its fragmentation into many different concepts,
some of which are now at best only loosely related to one another.

A further issue that has arisen as a result of inclusive growth's proliferation and divergence
from an initial emphasis on poverty eradication is that present-day approaches are applied to
an increasingly wide array of different policy domains. For example, while some models con-
tinue to focus strictly on economic inequality and income or wealth distributions, others
include broader social welfare concerns like housing, transport, employment, and access to ser-
vices like healthcare and education. Still others incorporate ecological and environmental con-
cerns, including both natural and built environments and community amenity broadly defined.
It should be stressed that each of these domains is a valuable, and indeed a vital, consideration
for policy action in pursuit of inclusive growth.

In some cases, the ability of scholars and practitioners alike to consider inclusive growth
across these many discrete domains (rather than at the aggregate level) also relies heavily upon
the availability or otherwise of sufficiently high-quality data and information, which goes some
way to explaining the variation observed among jurisdictions and approaches in this regard.
Nevertheless, the degree of variation between different models and different measurement
approaches strains the unity of inclusive growth as a concept almost to breaking point.

While contested and conflicting, considerations of the relevant scale domains of policy
action are essential to understanding whether and how inclusive growth is different from
related concepts like pro-poor growth, sustainability, wellbeing, or even ESG (economic, social
and governance) investing. Even more fundamentally, it is essential to the question of who or
what growth should actually include. Existing inclusive growth literature and policy practice
can be divided into three camps on this subject.

The first camp comprises what Lupton and Hughes (2016) have referred to as “growth plus”
models (p. 6). For scholars and practitioners in this category, inclusive growth entails the
attempt to instrumentalise growth outcomes in ways that ensure the greatest possible number
of people benefit from them. In other words, it recognises economic growth's inherent social
value and aims to ensure that its benefits are spread as widely and equally as possible. This
approach has typically been applied via absolute models (see next section) and at larger geo-
graphical scales in poorer or developing economic contexts. Within this “growth plus” para-
digm, growth is desirable even if it does not reduce inequality because the poor may benefit
economically in absolute terms either way.

The second group, conversely, might be described as “inclusion first,” and more often relies
upon relative definitions and methods for measurement. With its stronger focus on inequality
and a broader array of social, ethnic or racial, cultural and gender concerns, “inclusion first”
approaches are more closely associated with wealthy or developed economic contexts and
smaller geographical scales. For some articulations, this model is almost a reverse of the first in
the sense that social inclusion and efforts to address economic inequality are presented not as
desirable outcomes of growth but as drivers of growth. The Royal Society for Arts, Manufac-
tures, and Commerce (RSA) Inclusive Growth Commission, for example argues that “reducing
inequality and deprivation can itself drive growth”, adding, “[t]he key shift we need is from an
economic model based on growing now and distributing later to one that sees growth and social
reform as two sides of the same coin” (RSA Inclusive Growth Commission, 2017, p. 8).

The third and final category includes conceptualisations or adoption of inclusive growth
that are essentially rhetorical or even cosmetic rather than substantive. Rather than a
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“conceptualisation” strictly speaking, this third camp refers to the application of inclusive
growth ideas by firms as part of corporate social responsibility activities. This type of activity
has been interpreted by some scholars as a common and inexpensive “path of least resistance”
strategy among corporate or political actors wishing to burnish reputational credentials or fore-
stall more active state regulation.

As Mikler (2018, pp. 120–121) notes, the discursive power that can accrue to such reputa-
tional strategies allows corporate actors to position their interests as “synonymous with those of
states and their citizens,” with benefits not only in the political or regulatory sphere but exten-
ding also to recruitment and retention of talented staff, stock prices and profit. Like state actors
pursuing “soft power,” corporations are concerned with “deriving the legitimacy that flows
from institutionalising their perspectives and interests in others” (Mikler, 2018, p. 121). A rhe-
torical commitment to ideas like inclusive growth can achieve this to great effect for corporate
power, but at considerable risk to the credibility or effectiveness of the concept itself. The fol-
lowing synopsis of some of the more sceptical responses offered up by participants interviewed
for research on inclusive growth by Lupton and Hughes neatly captures the dilemma: “inclusive
growth might be being adopted as a politically acceptable term by corporate interests and politi-
cians who had no real commitment to change but recognise the need to be seen to be taking
action. It might therefore lead to a weak and insufficient response focusing on familiar policy
discussions of productivity, labour markets and skills rather than economic change” (Lupton &
Hughes, 2016, p. 8).

3.2 | Relative, absolute and hybrid models

A key disagreement in the inclusive growth literature concerns different models' relationships
to economic inequality. Where absolute models measure improvement in the circumstances of
the most disadvantaged, relative models require this improvement to be accompanied by a
reduction in economic inequality. A third set of hybrid models mix elements of both, often in
the form of complex indices or comparative scores. All three approaches have advantages and
disadvantages.

The problems with absolute and hybrid models relate to their potential use as tokenistic
strategies for window-dressing business-as-usual economic policy or “[signalling] progressive
intent” without making credible steps towards genuine inclusion (Lee, 2019, p. 425). Under
these absolute models, and many hybrid ones, any improvement in incomes of the most disad-
vantaged members of a society could qualify as “inclusive growth,” even under conditions of
widening inequality. This scenario poses important conceptual challenges for the usefulness
and credibility of the concept. The problems with relative models, on the other hand, is their
narrower scope for action. Absolute approaches—focussed on seeing that dividends of growth
are “distributed fairly across society and create opportunities for all” (OECD, 2019)—encourage
policy action targeting a wide range of social, structural and institutional elements of disadvan-
tage. Absent relative approaches' focus on economic inequality, this allows absolute inclusive
growth strategies to target the broader access, education, health, or social issues fundamental to
the reproduction of disadvantage.

While relative models are more distinct conceptually from related concepts like pro-poor
growth, there are policy areas wherein absolute conceptions allow for a more holistic approach
to addressing aspects of disadvantage beyond income inequality. However, it is important to
note that relative models do not preclude this broader action—they simply require, in addition

8 JOHNSON and ECCLESTON
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to any of these things, that “benefits of [economic growth] be distributed fairly, reducing
inequality” (Lupton et al., 2016, p. 1).

3.3 | Measurement

Given the growing prominence of inclusive growth in the policy and academic literature, sur-
prisingly little attention has been paid to how it is (or ought to be) measured. In some cases, this
omission is related to the definitional and paradigmatic discussion above. As Kjøller-Hansen
and Sperling note, a lack of agreement over conceptualisation leads inevitably to a lack of agree-
ment over measurement: “inclusive growth has yet to get a firm definition and thereby a mea-
surable form” (Kjøller-Hansen & Sperling, 2020, p. 1413). Moreover, many of the more
fundamental components of any prospective measurement of inclusive growth—such as
GDP—are themselves contested subjects of scholarly critique and lively disagreement. As a
result, existing methods for measuring the inclusiveness of growth vary widely but can be cat-
egorised into three basic approaches: relative, absolute and hybrid.

For most relative inclusive growth models, a clearly defined relationship with income
inequality or economic disparity makes the task of measurement at least slightly more straight-
forward conceptually than for some absolute ones. In other words, if economic growth is associ-
ated with increasing income inequality or widening economic disparity then it is not inclusive
growth, even if the poorest in society still ultimately benefit in absolute terms (Doumbia, 2018,
pp. 1762–1763). As a result, measuring inclusive growth under a relative framework is often a
matter of measuring inequality or related metrics, for which several well-established
(if contested) methods are available (see McGregor, Smith, & Wills, 2019 for further discussion
on this issue).

A good example of such an approach is outlined by Ramos, Ranieri, and Lammens (2013).
These authors, whose work focusses on cross-national rather than within-country or within-
region analysis, propose a relatively simple composite “Inclusivity Index” combining time series
data on national real GDP growth per capita with World Bank and International Labor Organi-
sation data on poverty, income, and employment (pp. 4–5). In a similar vein, Dooley and
Kharas have developed a simple and very broadly applicable relative method based on house-
hold consumption. Like Ramos, Ranieri, and Lammens, their metric relies on easily accessible
and widely available data and a concise, straightforward method: “growth is inclusive when it
(a) translates into increased household consumption, and (b) those consumption gains are
broadly distributed. Our measure of inclusive growth, therefore, compares the growth in mean
consumption of the poorest 40% of the population with GDP per capita growth” (Dooley &
Kharas, 2019). The Brookings Institution takes a similar view. Their method incorporates three
different domains: “overall growth (size of the economy), prosperity (productivity and standards
of living) and inclusion (broad-based opportunity and narrowed economic disparity). By our
definition, inclusive growth occurs when a metropolitan area makes consistent progress across
all three of these domains” (Shearer & Berube, 2017). These data are used to produce a checklist
used to rate the 100 largest metro areas in the United States, of which they find only four that
have achieved inclusive growth (Shearer, Friedhoff, Shah, & Berube, 2017).

While these and other relative approaches tend to be simpler than many absolute and
hybrid ones, some do integrate metrics that suggest a broader, more comprehensive concern
with relative changes in wellbeing in addition to just wealth or income. For example,
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Klasen's (2010, p. 10) method requires that, in order to be considered inclusive, a positive per
capita growth rate must be combined with:

• Primary income (pre-tax earnings and self-employment income) growth rates for predefined
disadvantaged groups (e.g., ethnic minorities, backward regions, the income-poor, rural
areas, women) at least as high as growth rates for per capita incomes; and

• Expansions of non-income dimensions of wellbeing that exceed the average rate for pre-
defined disadvantaged groups, including schooling achievements; improvements in survival
rates (e.g., inverse mortality rates for children under the ages of 1 and 5 years); improvements
in nutritional status; and access to transport, communications and household services
(e.g., clean water, electricity, refuse removal).

Klasen's contextualisation of an economic inequality metric with an array of broader social
and economic inclusion indicators is valuable in that it allows for an assessment not merely of
changes in income, but of whether those changes actually translate to improved outcomes for
formerly excluded or disadvantaged groups.

The task of measurement typically becomes more complicated, more contested and, in many
cases, less consistent for absolute and hybrid models. This may be due to the arguably more flexi-
ble conceptualisation and broader array of potential data inputs associated with these approaches.
In any case, methods within this sub-group vary considerably in their sophistication and rigour.
A further difficulty here is the challenge of meaningfully distinguishing absolute models of inclu-
sive growth from the conceptually distinct pro-poor growth framework (see Ravallion &
Chen, 2003). An influential example of an approach that achieves this distinction is Anand, Mis-
hra, and Peiris, whose method adapts a utilitarian social welfare function from consumer choice
literature to develop a “social mobility curve” based on income growth and distribution inputs
(2013, pp. 5–8). Crucially, these authors also mount the most compelling defence of the absolute
approach, albeit one more relevant to national and cross-national analysis of inclusive growth than
the increasingly common sub-national and local approaches. Specifically, they argue that rapid but
unequal growth from which the poor benefit considerably in absolute terms—a scenario highly
relevant to the developing world—is preferable to shrinking inequality under conditions of slower
growth. The authors note, using a hypothetical example, that relative definitions would

favour an outcome characterized by average income growth of 2% where the
income of poor households grew by 3%, over an outcome where average growth
was 6%, but the incomes of poor households grew by only 4%. Our dynamic mea-
sure of inclusive growth permits us to focus on inequality but distinguish between
countries where per capita income growth was the same for the top and the bottom
of the pyramid by accounting for the pace of growth (2013, p. 3).

This is a crucial distinction with important ramifications for the applicability of inclusive
growth to different economic and political contexts. Following the logic of Anand, Mishra and
Peiris, the ascendancy of relative and hybrid models would be driven by their greater relevance
to comparative local/regional applications in already wealthy or developed economic contexts.

The final methodological category, hybrid models, combine elements of both absolute and
relative ones, often with the aim of producing an index, rank, or score. A key issue with many
existing hybrid methods is that, because they often rely on a wide array of different inputs, they
typically have highly specific and in some cases very onerous data requirements. As a result,
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they can be challenging, if not impossible, to meaningfully compare among national and in
some cases even sub-national jurisdictions. The relatively new Mastercard Inclusive Growth
Score (Mastercard Center for Inclusive Growth, 2022) is a good example of a hybrid model that
suffers from some of these limitations. Mastercard's Inclusive Growth Score combines publicly
available financial, economic and administrative statistics with its own anonymised and aggre-
gated proprietary customer transaction data within three broad categories: place, economy and
community. Each of these categories contains six metrics ranging from internet access and
travel time to work to spending growth and Gini coefficients of income inequality. These indica-
tors, 18 in total, are combined into an unweighted average percentile rank at a small spatial
scale, such as census tracts in the United States (Thomas & Hedrick-Wong, 2019). Some inputs,
like spending growth per capita, record year-on-year percent change while others, like health
insurance coverage, are expressed as a share of the population. While all the included metrics
are no-doubt important to understanding the inclusiveness of growth, the idea that acres of
park land is equally relevant to doing so as personal income or household spending growth is
questionable.

4 | CONCLUSIONS: WHERE TO FROM HERE FOR
INCLUSIVE GROWTH?

The development of inclusive growth over the past two decades has been defined by a gradual
and seemingly inexorable evolution along three related pathways. The first is a shift from the
international or cross-national scale to the local scale, and the second is a related shift from the
developing to the developed world. Since its emergence as an Asian Development Bank
national and international poverty eradication agenda, inclusive growth has steadily evolved
into an economic development platform in wealthy post-industrial city regions. The third trend
is an expansion in the range of metrics, indicators, and policy domains used to understand the
inclusiveness of growth and to implement it. While the increasing complexity and diversity of
metrics is a challenge methodologically, a broadening policy focus should be seen as a largely
positive development due to the profound interconnection and indeed intersectionality of com-
pounding causes of social and economic disadvantage. Inclusive growth could be a highly valu-
able tool for understanding and addressing these issues. As Buchanan and Smyth note, “the
concept of inclusive growth emphasises the importance of the interdependence of social inclu-
sion and economic growth. The strong economy requires strong social foundations as much as
the good society itself needs a firm economic base” (Buchanan & Smyth, 2013, p. xiv).

The conceptualisation, measurement and practical application of inclusive growth are
important and relevant to economists for several reasons. Perhaps most important of these is
the concept's popular traction and usage—and therefore its potential impact. Governments,
firms and NGOs from all corners of the world have embraced the inclusive growth agenda
across a wide array of different economic issues and contexts. If measured and applied appropri-
ately, inclusive growth offers the possibility of neatly integrating a range of relevant and press-
ing distributional, development and social welfare concerns within a simple unifying
framework that already enjoys widespread public, corporate and political currency. In the
absence of closer and more rigorous economic scrutiny, however, it risks devolving into a
“vaguely and inconsistently defined buzzword” (Lee, 2019, p. 425) of little value to the discourse
of public economics.

JOHNSON and ECCLESTON 11
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A final and growing concern in this regard is inclusive growth's uncertain relationship with
economic inequality. Almost all articulations frame their discussions of inclusive growth in the
context of growing inequality (be it within neighbourhoods or larger urban spaces, within
regions or nations, and even between nations or groups of nations) but many do not actually
address inequality as such. While some models are structured this way with good reason, the
broader trend increases the danger of tokenism, allowing economic policy frameworks to adopt
the mantle or rhetoric of inclusive growth without adequately addressing underlying questions
of distribution that ought to be at the heart of the concept. This is not just a theoretical or aca-
demic problem: most government or policy-driven publications on inclusive growth (Metro
Dynamics, 2018 for example) frame policy ideas explicitly within the overarching context of
economic inequality but do not actually address that context substantively in proposals. For
these reasons, inclusive growth is best characterised not as a tightly defined concept or theory
but rather a broad and somewhat messy political agenda. Despite great potential, its trajectory
to date suggests a considerable risk that inclusive growth will be of more rhetorical than practi-
cal value in the absence of widely agreed upon methodologies, governance scales, and policy
domains.

In conclusion, the way forward for inclusive growth will require clarification in three
key respects. The first of these is resolution of the schism between “relative” and “absolute”
models. The most obvious solution is simply to maintain the original distinction between
“relative” inclusive growth on one hand and “absolute” pro-poor growth on the other. Pro-
poor growth models are valuable and relevant, but they are conceptually distinct from inclu-
sive growth and ought to remain so. While some authors have mounted strong cases for the
value of absolute inclusive growth models (see especially Anand, Mishra, & Peiris, 2013), we
nevertheless believe that these are more useful if treated as variants on pro-poor growth
than as variants on inclusive growth. The second issue concerns method and measurement.
We argue that one of the most valuable elements of the inclusive growth approach is its
amenability to comparative application. This reinforces the value of relative models and also
necessitates a preference in measurement for methods reliant on widely available, consis-
tent, accessible data. While certainly not the only credible approaches, Dooley and Kharas's
(2019) and Klasen's (2010) methods both provide good examples of the types of data and
analysis that should be preferred by practitioners. The final—and arguably most vexing—
issue is that of scale. The most practical solution to questions of scale may simply be that
(not unlike other comparative metrics, such as a location quotient or Gini coefficient) the
scale analysed need only be appropriate to the purpose of comparison with like units—cities
with other cities, regions with similar regions, and so on. If agreement and consistency can
be achieved on these parameters, there is no reason why inclusive growth should not be
embraced as a valuable and insightful indicator of place-based economic health, equity and
sustainability.
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ENDNOTES
1 The ADB's approach to governance is defined by “effective and efficient delivery of basic services by the public
sector” (1999, p. 13).

2 Social development entails “(a) adequate budgetary allocations for human capital, (b) targeting of basic social
services to the poor, (c) removal of gender discrimination, (d) an effective population policy and (e) social pro-
tection.” (ibid, p. 10).

3 ADB's definition of sustainability is both economic and environmental, emphasising the prudent use of scarce
natural resources. “Environmental considerations, including natural resource management, are key elements
in sustainable economic growth. Growth will be short-lived if it does not conserve the natural environment
and resources” (ibid, p. 10).
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